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New  Orleans  has  a  long  history  of 
supernatural creatures and the practice of 
the  Dark  Arts;  From   Vampires  and 
Werewolves,  to  Witches  and  Warlocks.    
Supernatural  beings  are  attracted  to  the 
region  as  a  safe  haven  for  their  kind. 
Unbeknownst to the world, Louisiana, New 
Orleans to be precise lives in harmony with 
both worlds , the supernatural and human. 
 
D.S.I.  (Department  Of  Supernatural 
Investigations)  was  formed  in  1684  to 
police  the realm of  the supernatural with 
the  team’s  main  focus  on  keeping  the 
supernatural  world  hidden  from  the 
human population. The team is made up of 
both humans and supernatural beings. All 
criminal  offenses  committed  by  the 
supernatural are handled by D.S.I.
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New  Orleans  was  discovered  by  a  French-Canadian 
Commander Robert La Salle in 1682. During La Salle’s 
time in the region he fell in love with a Voodoo Princess, 
Elizabeth  Laveau,  but  was  unaccepted  by  her  coven. 
Elizabeth denounced her clan to marry La Salle. Both were 
executed by her coven and burnt alive. Before her death, 
Elizabeth called upon the Dark Lord, trading La Salle and 
her souls in exchange for his protection from death and to 
serve  as  a  beacon  for  all  supernatural  creatures  and 
humans to live in harmony. 

The Dark Lord as he does often accept Elizabeth’s offer but 
did not deliver as she had planned. They were burnt alive 
and as  their  ashes  hit  the  ground,  two large  Oak Trees 
grew  instantly,  intertwining  into  one  massive  tree,  the 
Immortal Oak. 

The tree made up of Elizabeth and La Salle’s ashes serves 
as a supernatural beacon attracting creatures from around 
the  world.  On  the  night  of  the  blood  moon  the  tree 
summoned the leaders of multiple supernatural clans and 
human representatives. They gathered together creating a 
treaty between both worlds and formed the first D.S.I. team 
led by Simone Davis. The city of New Orleans was built 
around the Immortal Oak and to this date is still a beacon 
and safe haven for both worlds.

THE HISTORY



Visually, D.S.I. will be a mix of Vampire 
Diaries ,  The Originals  and 
Supernatural with a strong contrast 
between light and dark. 

The emphasis will highlight the conflict 
between the world of supernatural and 
humans .
 
The Action Design of the show will reflect 
imaginary fantasy with a touch of reality. 
D.S.I. will focus on the realistic, dark and 
brutal world of The Good, The Bad and The 
Evil with supernatural abilities.

FEEL & MOTION
VISUAL STYLE 



CAST



TARAJI P. HENSON 
D.S.I. Commander Simone Davis

TBD
 
Simone is the oldest creature known to humans, a 
Dragon.  She  was  born  from the  earth’s  core  and 
mantle  and  rose  during  the  time of  Twilight.  A 
period  when  the  Greek  God’s  declared  war  on 
mankind.  Simone,  alongD.S.I.e  other  supernatural 
creatures  fought  D.S.I.e  by  D.S.I.e  with  humans 
during the War of the Underworld. The Underworld 
army,  made  up  of  demons,  devils,  and  other 
unnatural  creatures  were  led  by  Ares,  the  Greek 
God of War. 

Simone  and  the  humans  defeated  the  Greek  Gods 
and brought  balance  back  to  the  world.  After  the 
great war, she returned to the earth’s core and rested. 
Centuries later she returned to the world of humans, 
being summoned by the Immortal Oak. 

Earth, Simone’s mother, relies on her to protect all of 
her  creations,  human  and  supernatural  alike. 
Simone  and  humans’  immortal  enemies  are  and 
have  always  been  devils,  demons,  and  all  things 
unnatural, things not born of the earth.



TBD
Damien is a four-hundred-year-old Warlock 
and leader of the Boudreaux Coven, born in 
New  Orleans.  Damien  is  Simone’s  right 
hand man and confidant. 

MATT PASSMORE
D.S.I. Captain 

Damien Boudreaux



TBD
Kinsey  is  a  pure-bred  vampire  born 
from two originals. The originals were a 
clan of Vikings whose leaders were cursed 
by a gypsy witch after they invaded her 
village. 

The curse transformed the Viking leaders 
into creatures of the night causing them 
to ravage their own clan, feeding on their 
blood. Kinsey is the only living pure-bred 
left.

CLAIRE HOLT 
D.S.I. Forensic Specialist  

Kinsey Rodriguez



TBD
Vincent  Oyo  is  Damien’s  best  friend  and  a 
Witch  Doctor.  Unlike  Damien,  who ’s  a 
Warlock,  Vincent  is  a  Witch  with  special 
healing abilities, he worships mother earth and 
all things natural. Vincent is able to call upon 
earth’s elements in time of need. Vincent owns a 
local  herb  and  spice  shop  in  the  French 
Quarters. 

To  tourist,  Vincent  plays  the  role  of  Witch 
Doctor to  perfection with  the patrons thinking 
it’s  all  an act.  To the  locals  he’s  known as a 
great  man  and  healer,  never  turning  away 
from any knock at his door for help. D.S.I. calls 
on  Vincent  often to  assist  the  team when his 
special gifts are needed.

EDI GATHEGI
Community Witch Doctor

Vincent Oyo



TBD
S ebast ian  i s  a  werewo l f ,  the  or ig inal 
lycanthropy.  Sebastian  was  the  King  of 
Arcadia and fell in love with Zeus’ daughter, 
Artemis, the huntress and lunar Goddess. 

When Zeus discovered their love, he forbade it, 
but that didn’t stop the two lovers. When Zeus 
f o u n d  o u t  a b o u t  t h e i r  b e t ra y a l ,  he 
transformed Sebastian into an immortal beast 
with his curse triggered by the moon’s presence 
or when he sees Artemis, preventing them from 
ever being together. 

Human by day, beast by night.

TYLER HOECHLIN 
D.S.I. Senior Detective 

Sebastian Miles



TBD
Peyton leads the D.S.I. Cyber Unit and is 
a  world  class  hacker.  Peyton is  human 
and fifth generation D.S.I. officer. She was 
the  first  and only police  caudate  with  a 
perfect  score  in  the  written,  oral,  and 
physical exam from the police academy. 

She graduated M.I.T. in three years and 
has  a  photographic  memory.  Peyton’s 
n i c kname  i s  Webs t e r ,  th e  human 
dictionary.

DANIA RAMIREZ
D.S.I. Cyber Specialist

Peyton Rodriguez



LOCATIONS
New Orleans, Louisiana













S1 – E1: The Beginning
The D.S.I. team discovers the immortal tree is dying and must find a way to save it or the treaty between mankind and the 
supernatural will be broken leaving the barrier between the underworld and earth open, resulting in the underworld armies 
rising up against mankind once again.
 
S1 – E2: Gator King
When five girls go missing on an overnight camping trip, the D.S.I. team takes the case. Sebastian is able to track the girl’s 
scent to a hidden bayou cave. They quickly discover the myth of the Gator King is real and have to make a life daring rescue 
before the girls are devoured.
 
S1 – E3: All Hail The Queen
Damien returns to his clan when his mother, Priestess Boudreaux mysteriously dies. He soon discovers the person responsible, 
an immortal enemy, Gerald, from the Batism clan of Haitian origin. Damien discovers he’s stolen the spell of eternal night 
and taken the blood of high Priestess in order to raise his dead warriors. The great war of Cronus left the Batism clan almost 
extinct. Gerald plans on changing that. The D.S.I. team arrives to late which causes Team Leader Simone to make a life 
altering choice that she may not recover from.
 
S1 – E4: Club Dread – Members Only
When two human women are found dead in the men’s bathroom stall at a Supernatural members’ only bar, the D.S.I. team 
investigates. Kinsey works along D.S.I.  and the Night Club’s owner, who’s an old friend in hopes of clearing him. He’s in 
violation of the treaty act, code 547 and in jeopardy of losing his club.  The team discovers a local human businessman has a 
beef with the Club’s owner, but that’s not the only one that has something to gain from the closure of the Club.

S1 – E5: Truth Be Told
When four bodies are discovered on a yacht docked in the marina the D.S.I. team discovers these are no ordinary bodies, but 
merman’s in their human form, the team looks into the yacht owner. He alibis out but his son and his son’s girlfriend are 
brought in when their alibis are shaky at best. The girlfriend, a Siren, uses her powers over men to have Sebastian and 
Damien help her escape. The ladies of D.S.I. take lead in order to track the Siren down. They soon find out the truth of the 
heinous crime committed by the merman’s and have a tough decision to make once they catch up to her.



		

S1 – E6: The Devil’s In The Details
After four random human suicides just, days apart become not so random when the team connects the victims to life 
altering events. Some found wealth, others fame, and one beat forth stage cancer.  They all died within 24 hours of the 
life altering event. The team discovers a crossroad demon behind the suicides and go off booked to destroy the demon 
and take back the victim’s souls.
 
S1 – E7: Mommy Dearest
The D.S.I. team, during a routine stakeout discovers a den of slaughtered vampires. All the corpses have had their 
blood drained. Peyton goes to the ancient library and searches the archives to find the creature responsible for the 
murders. Meanwhile the team, finds a hidden passageway leading deep into the subterranean world of New Orleans. 
The tunnels are a maze and have the team separating to find the truth behind the murders. Peyton’s search is fruitful 
and finds the beast responsible or should we say beasts. The team fight off the beast with the tunnels converging into 
the belly of the beast.
 
S1 – E8: Homecoming 
When fresh human bodies drained of their blood turn up in the French Quarter Kinsey recognizes a familiar odor 
that can’t be true. That of an Original Vampire, the only problem is she was supposedly the last of her kind. As more 
bodies pile up the local vampires take to the street to hunt down the killer before they are persecuted for the crimes, but 
soon more bodies turn up, but of vampires this time. Kinsey tracks the killer vampire to discover it’s her younger 
brother, Thanos. He leaves her with only one choice – kill or be killed and only an Original can be killed by an 
Original. Sebastian ends up killing Thanos saving Kinsey when she couldn’t bring herself to do it. This reveals 
Sebastian as an Original, the Original Werewolf, King Lycan. This raises problems between the two Originals with 
Kinsey suspecting that Sebastian may be responsible for other deaths of her family.
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